
AlphaBravo releases ABScan to support the
Cybersecurity and Software Bill of Material
(SBOM) push

Having complete control, audit-ability

and easy to understand reporting geared

towards cybersecurity and ATO is a

primary focus for ABScan.

WASHINGTON DC, UNITED STATES,

November 22, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- ABScan is a multi-

stage security solution that

incorporates into any existing workflow

providing real-time information.

ABScan gives product owners and

stakeholders insights into the current

state of the environment and allows an

individual, no matter how technical, to

make informed decisions based on

actionable outputs. The ABScan WebUI allows for authenticated users to view and interact with

the pipeline. This includes Human-in-the-Loop (HITL) approvals and actions, modifications to the

toolsets to be included in the scans, searchable access to previous pipeline runs and artifacts,

and actionable security assessment documents for each run.

The purpose of ABScan is to provide an automated, full-scope, platform scanning, reporting, and

remediation service. We start by establishing and maintaining the security posture of the cloud,

bare-metal infrastructure, software repositories, and container images. Additionally, ABScan

provides real-time data and metrics, allowing stakeholders to make informed decisions, and

speed up the process of ATO approvals. With its ability to evaluate infrastructure and software,

ABScan meets the needs of any organization, large or small, making security easier throughout

your Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC).

CEO Chad Serino explains, "The ABScan initial product release targeted a specific and proven use

case. AlphaBravo had multiple engineers on the Platform One Iron Bank team. These engineers

were uniquely familiar with the work required to harden images based on current guidelines

effectively. The initial technical objective was to provide an automated and easily repeatable

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://alphabravo.io/abscan


hardening process that allowed skilled technical personnel to focus on mission-forwarding

objectives instead of repetitive, time-consuming tasks. Due to the vast number of products that

can integrate into the tool, we initially integrated the current (Q2 2021) products included in the

DISA approved DOD DevSecOps Container Hardening Guide, in addition to tools in-use at

Platform One Iron Bank."

AlphaBravo is a SDVOSB out of Gaithersburg, Maryland, providing end-to-end development to

Public and Private organizations. We focus on automation and cybersecurity to mission-critical

infrastructure.
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EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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